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Abstract
Globoid cell leukodystrophy (GLD) is a lysosomal storage disease caused by deficient activity of β-galactocerebrosidase (GALC).
The infantile formsmanifest with rapid and progressive central and peripheral demyelination, which represent amajor hurdle
for any treatment approach.Wedemonstrate here that neonatal lentiviral vector-mediated intracerebral gene therapy (ICGT) or
transplantation of GALC-overexpressing neural stem cells (NSC) synergize with bone marrow transplant (BMT) providing
dramatic extension of lifespan and global clinical–pathological rescue in a relevantGLDmurinemodel.We show that timelyand
long-lasting delivery of functional GALC in affected tissues ensured by the exclusive complementary mode of action of the
treatments underlies the outstanding benefit. In particular, the contribution of neural stem cell transplantation and IC GT
during the early asymptomatic stage of the disease is instrumental to enhance long-term advantage upon BMT. We clarify the
input of central nervous system, peripheral nervous system and periphery to the disease, and the relative contribution of
treatments to the final therapeutic outcome,with important implications for treatment strategies to be tried in humanpatients.
This study gives proof-of-concept of efficacy, tolerability and clinical relevance of the combined gene/cell therapies proposed
here, which may constitute a feasible and effective therapeutic opportunity for children affected by GLD.

Introduction
Globoid cell leukodystrophy (GLD) is a lysosomal storage disease
caused by deficient activity of β-galactocerebrosidase (GALC).
GALC deficiency results in accumulation of galactosylceramide

and its toxic derivative Psychosine (Psy) in myelinating cells,
and to aminor extent, in neurons of both central nervous system
(CNS) and peripheral nervous system (PNS), causingwhitematter
deterioration and neurodegeneration. In the classic early
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infantile form children present with symptoms by the first
6months of life, then rapidly lose theirmotor and cognitive skills
and die within a few years (1).

Treatment attempts in GLD murine models include substrate
reduction therapy (SRT) (2) and, largely, enzyme replacement
strategies based on delivery of the recombinant protein (ERT)
(3), systemic/intracerebral injection of adeno-associated vectors
(AAV) or lentiviral vectors (LV) expressing a functional enzyme
(4,5), transplantation of hematopoietic (6–11), neural (12,13) or
mesenchymal stem cells (14–16). All these treatments provided
variable metabolic correction and pathological amelioration but
were overall modestly effective in counteracting disease progres-
sion, failing to address the global disease.

Allogeneic HSCT has reached clinical application for several
LSDs, including GLD (17). The efficacy of HSCT depends on the
rate of disease progression and extent of CNS involvement
(18,19), leading to greater benefit if performed in the asymptom-
atic stage (20). The disproportion between a likely slow pace of
microglial/macrophage cell replacement and enzymatic activity
reconstitution in the affected nervous tissue and the rapidity of
disease progression of early onset formsmayaccount for the sub-
optimal efficacy of HSCT in GLD infants, who eventually develop
progressive neurological and motor deterioration (21).

Several efforts have been put in developing combined ap-
proaches that could treat the global phenotype (CNS, PNS and
periphery) of GLD murine models. Most of them included bone
marrow transplant (BMT) that was coupled to SRT (22), system-
ic/intrathecal ERT (23), intracerebral/intrathecal injection of
AAV vectors (24,25) or systemic injection of LV (26). These studies
showed a variable extent of additivity or synergy of the treat-
ments but at closer examination many results remain unclear.
In particular, the overall suboptimal outcome of BMT, which ran-
ged from moderately beneficial (24,26) to ineffective (27), ham-
pered a clear assessment of its contribution in contrasting
disease manifestations. Furthermore, massive AAV-mediated
gene delivery achieved withmultiple injections and different de-
livery routes was required either alone (28) or in combination
with BMT (25) to ensure significant benefits, challenging the
safety profile and the overall feasibility.

In the present study, we optimized combinatorial gene/cell
therapy strategies that could achieve a 3-fold purpose: first, to ef-
ficiently targetmultiple sites of pathology within a suitable tem-
poral opportunity; second, to be well tolerated; third, to be
applicable in view of clinical translation.We exploited the robust
LV-based GT platform to directly transfer a functional galc gene
in CNS tissues (single intracerebral injection) or to achieve su-
praphysiological GALC activity in neural stem cells (NSCs), and
the complementary biological features of neural and BM-derived
cells to provide timely and long-lasting enzymatic rescue ofmul-
tiple affected organs/tissues. We report that neural stem cell
transplantation (NSCT) or LV-mediated intracerebral gene ther-
apy (IC GT) performed in asymptomatic GLD mice synergize
with BMT providing remarkable therapeutic benefit as compared
with each single treatment, with dramatic extension of lifespan
and global rescue of the GLD phenotype. Importantly, the fa-
vourable safety profile of each single treatment (5,11,29) was
maintained in the combined setting. We then systematically
and comprehensively addressed the nature of the different dis-
ease-associated pathological features, their progression and
the extent to which they can be reversed, clarifying the relative
contribution of treatments to the therapeutic outcome as well
as the relative contribution of CNS, PNS and periphery to the
disease, with implications for treatment strategies to be tried
in human patients.

We envisage that results from this study pave the way to rap-
idly but safelymove betweenpre-clinical and clinical translation-
al studies applying combined gene/cell therapy protocols to
address the complexity of GLD and similar LSDs.

Results
In this study, we tested the efficacy of neonatal NSCT and LV-
mediated IC GT (5,29) in clinically relevant combinatorial settings
with BMT. The timing of administration was determined based
on the rapid progression of the disease in Twi mice. Thus, lethal
irradiation and BMTwere performed at PND6 and PND7, respect-
ively, the earliest time possible after neonatal NSCT or IC GT.
Untreated (UT), NSCT, IC GT-treated Twi mice, Twi mice trans-
planted with total BM from wild-type (WT) tgGFP mice as well
as UT, NSCT and BMT WT age-matched littermates were used
as controls to compare the outcome of combined versus single
treatments (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).

Synergic effect of combined treatments in enhancing
lifespan of Twi mice

The Kaplan–Meier survival curves for all treatment groups are re-
ported in Figure 1A. The median survival of UT Twi mice was 41
days, with awide interval (20–54 days) that reflects the variability

Figure 1. Synergic enhancement of lifespan and body weight stabilization upon

combined treatments in Twi mice. (A) Kaplan–Meier survival curves of treated

and UT Twi mice. UT Twi, n = 240; NSCT Twi, n = 19; BMT Twi, n = 18;

NSCT + BMT Twi n = 12; IC GT Twi, n = 11; IC GT + BMT Twi, n = 17. Data analyzed

by Log-Rank (Mantel–Cox) test; P = 0.0273 (IC GT), P = 0.0005 (NSCT) and

P < 0.0001 (BMT, NSCT + BMT and IC GT + BMT) versus UT Twi; P = 0.0007

(NSCT + BMT) and P = 0.0163 (IC GT + BMT) versus BMT Twi; P = 0.0513

NSCT + BMT Twi versus IC GT + BMT Twi. (B) Body weight of treated Twi mice

and UT controls was monitored starting at PND2. BMT WT mice were used as

control to assess the effect of irradiation on body growth.
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of the disease progression. NSCT and IC GT alone resulted in
moderate but consistent improvement of median survival (45
and 46 days, respectively). A significant enhanced benefit was ob-
served in BMT Twi mice (median lifespan of 75.5 days, with two
treated animals living beyond PND110) but only combined treat-
ments significantly extended the average survival of Twi mice,
which displayed a median survival of 214 days (NSCT + BMT)
and 143 days (IC GT + BMT) with the majority of treated mice liv-
ing beyond PND110. The improved benefit of BMT and combined
treatments was also evident in terms of body weight (Fig. 1B). In
contrast to the stable decrease in body weight observed in Twi
mice starting from PND21 (UT) or PND30 (NSCT and IC GT),
body weight of BMT and combined-treated Twi mice slightly in-
creased over time from PND30, with long-lived mice reaching up
to 70% of theweight of BMTWT littermates (note that irradiation
jeopardized weight gain in both WT and treated Twi mice).
Importantly, combined-treated Twi mice displayed little twitch-
ing, absent or mild hind-limb stiffness, maintained the ability to
walk and feed independently as well as typical explorative activ-
ity at time-points that were far beyond the median lifespan of
affected littermates treated with BMT alone (Supplementary
Material, Videos S1–S6).

Timely targeting of CNS, PNS and peripheral organs in
combined-treated Twi mice

Mice were examined to evaluate: (i) cell engraftment, migration
and differentiation of NSCs; (ii) efficacy of transduction upon IC
GT; (iii) engraftment of HCs in the hematopoietic compartment;
(iv) engraftment of HC myeloid progeny in CNS tissues.

In line with our previous study (29) transplanted NSCs were
found lining the lateral ventricles as early as 5 days after injection
(not shown). At PND40 and thereafter, GFP+ NSCs were found
preferentially in the forebrain subventricular region and subcor-
tical WM tracts (Fig. 2A), with few if any cells in the cerebellum
(CB) and spinal cord (SC). The yield of engraftment ranged be-
tween 0.3 and 3.5%, as reported in previous studies (29,30),
being stable over time and comparable in all treatment groups
(Fig. 2B). Within the GFP+ NSC population, ∼35% of total cells
counted were astrocytes [glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)],
8% were neurons (PSA-NCAM), 10% were oligodendrocytes
(APC), while the remaining cells were negative for these lineage
markers andmaintained immature features, with no obvious dif-
ferences related to treatment (NSCT or NSCT + BMT) or time after
treatment (PND40 or PND80). Of importance, progressive matur-
ation of engrafted NSCs was observed over time, as NSC progeny
found in PND80 and long-livedNSCT + BMTTwimicewere appro-
priately integrated as mature neurons in the olfactory bulb (OB)
and hippocampus (Fig. 2C), as astrocytes (Fig. 2D) and mature
oligodendrocytes (Fig. 2E) in WM tracts. These results suggest
that engraftment, longstanding survival and differentiation of
transplanted NSCs are not affected by the irradiation protocol,
by donor-derived HCs or by the pathological Twi environment.
Importantly, we never detected foci of hyperproliferation, ab-
normal cell masses of donor origin or engrafted NSCs expressing
the proliferation marker Ki67, at any time point considered (n = 9
mice; up to PND294).

Finally, we observed robust transduction of endogenous cells
and widespread transgene diffusion, mainly along WM tracts,
upon neonatal IC GT. We assessed LV transduction efficiency in
LV.GFP-injectedmice by counting the number of GFP+ cells in ser-
ial coronal sections comprising the injection site (Fig. 2F), show-
ing ∼5–10% of GFP+ cells on the total number of nuclei. These
results are in line with our previous studies, in which we also

demonstrated similar transduction efficiency of LV.GFP and LV.
GALC (5).

Given the multi-organ pathology that characterizes Twi
mice, a robust donor chimerism upon BMT is critical to ensure
relevant therapeutic benefit. We assessed the donor chimerism
by quantifying GFP+ HCs in peripheral blood (PB) and BM of trea-
ted mice. Our results showed robust and stable HC engraftment
(65–100%) in BMT WT mice as well as in BMT and combined-
treated Twi mice analyzed at different ages (from PND20 to
PND294; Fig. 3A).

We then evaluated the time-course engraftment of HC-
derived myeloid cells in brain tissues. The different morphology
and distribution of engrafted HCs as compared with NSCs
together with the expression of cell lineage-specific markers
allowed us to reliably differentiate between the two different
GFP+ cell populations. We observed time- and region-dependent
HC engraftment in CNS tissues. In the telencephalon (TEL), few
round-shaped CD45+ cells were detected starting from PND20 in
BMT and NSCT + BMT Twi mice, close to or inside blood vessels,
almost exclusively in the cortex and choroid plexuses (Fig. 3B). At
PND30 and PND40 HC-derived cells progressively increased in
number and preferentially localized in cortical regions, showing
small cell body and thin processes, in concomitance with
downregulation of CD45 expression and upregulation of Iba1
expression, an indication of progressive maturation towards
brain-resident myeloid cells (Fig. 3C). While NSCs were hardly
found in the posterior CNS, HC engraftment in the SC and CB
was robust as early as PND20. Iba1+myeloid progenywere prefer-
entially distributed alongWM tracts (Fig. 3D and E),manyof them
displaying enlarged cell body and thick processes, suggestive of
an activated phenotype. At PND80 the presence of donor-derived
myeloid cells was massive in all CNS regions of BMT and NSCT +
BMT Twi mice. Importantly, this substantial engraftment was
maintained over time, in conjunction withmore pronounced dif-
ferentiation of donor-derived cells, occasionally displaying an ac-
tivated morphology in the WM tracts of TEL (Fig. 3F). At late time
points up to 70% of GFP+ myeloid cells expressed Ki67 and/or
cleaved-caspase 3 (C3) (SupplementaryMaterial, Fig. S2), suggest-
ing that a balance between cell proliferation and apoptosis was
maintaining homeostasis of donor-derived myeloid progeny in
LT engrafted mice. The kinetics and the yield of HC engraftment
and myeloid differentiation in CNS tissues were comparable in
BMT and NSCT + BMT mice, suggesting that engrafted NSCs do
not impact on these processes. In line with the capacity of HC
myeloid progeny to colonize the PNS and visceral organs (31,32)
we found numerous GFP+ donor-derived cells in the sciatic
nerve (SN; Fig. 3G) and liver (Fig. 3H) of BMT and NSCT + BMT
Twi mice analyzed at PND80 and LT, without evident differences
related to treatment.

Despite BMT Twi and BMT WT mice showed comparable
hematopoietic chimerism and repopulation of the liver macro-
phage compartment (see Fig. 3A and Supplementary Material,
Fig. S3), few donor-derived HCs were found in the CNS of BMT
WT mice analyzed at PND80, almost exclusively localized in the
choroid plexuses (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3). These results
strongly suggest that pathology-drivenmechanisms underlie the
peculiar HC engraftment, myeloid differentiation and turnover
observed in the CNS of transplanted Twi mice.

In summary, our combined protocols exploiting the robust
LV-platform to directly transduce CNS cells and the comple-
mentary biological features of NSCs and HCs allow specific, ex-
tensive, timely and long-lasting targeting of multiple organs/
tissues that undergo progressive storage and/or degeneration
in Twi mice.
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Rapid and stable reconstitution of GALC activity in the
CNS and periphery of treated Twi mice

We evaluated in a time-course analysis the specific GALC activity
in the CNS, PNS and periphery of treated Twi mice and UT con-
trols. We showed that NSCT and IC GT supply 30–40% of physio-
logical GALC activity in CNS tissues starting from 3 days after
treatment. This ensured significantly higher levels of GALC activ-
ity in NSCT and IC GT as comparedwith BMTTwimice as early as
PND10 (Fig. 4A). Starting from PND20 GALC activity was stable
and comparable in all treatment groups, with no apparent addi-
tive or synergic effect in combined-treated Twi mice (Fig. 4A).
These apparent counterintuitive results suggest tight regulation
of GALC expression/activity in CNS tissues, a hypothesis that is
supported by several observations: (i) themodest (if any) increase

of GALC activity in CNS tissues ofWTmice upon transplantation
of GALC-overexpressingNSCs or IC GT; (ii) the comparable levels of
GALC activity in Twi CNS tissues following one or three intrapar-
enchymal injections of LV.GALC; (iii) the physiological GALC activ-
ity inCNS tissues of transgenic Twi bearing 4–6 copies of thewt galc
gene (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4).

Of note, HC provided up to physiological levels of GALC activity
in the PNS (SN), liverandBMof combined-treatedTwimice (Fig. 4B).

Long-term clearance of storage in CNS, PNS and visceral
organs of combined-treated Twi mice

In order to assess the effect of the different approaches in
preventing/halting disease progression, we performed compre-
hensive time-course analyses examining relevant pathological

Figure 2. Stable engraftment of transplantedNSCs and robust tissue transduction upon IC GT. (A) Representative confocal images showing engraftedNSCs in the forebrain

subventricular region and subcortical WM tracts. CC: corpus callosum, EC: external capsule; lv, lateral ventricle. (B) Comparable yield of NSC engraftment in NSCT WT

mice and in NSCT and NSCT + BMT Twi mice, from PND40 and at LT (up to PND294). (C–E) Representative confocal images showing engrafted NSC-derived neurons in

the olfactory bulb (OB) and hippocampus (C; NeuN), astrocytes (D; GFAP) and oligodendrocytes (E; APC, MBP) in WM tracts of NSCT + BMT Twi mice analyzed at PND80

and at PND225. (F) Representative confocal picture showing transduced cells in PND40 Twi mice upon neonatal LV.GFP injection. CaPu: Caudate Putamen, Ctx: cortex.

Scale bars: (A) 100 μm; (C, D and F) 60 μm; (E) left panel: 40 μm, right panel: 60 μm.
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Figure 3. Robust time-dependent, caudal to rostral HC engraftment upon BMT. (A) Stable HC engraftment in BM and PB of recipient mice. (B) GFP+CD45+ cells in

telencephalic vessels of BMT Twi analyzed at PND20. (C) GFP+ HC myeloid progeny expressing Iba1 in cortical regions of BMT Twi analyzed at PND40. (D and E)
Massive engraftment of GFP+Iba1+ myeloid cells in the SC and CB (WM tracts) of BMT Twi mice analyzed at PND40. (F) GFP+ HC myeloid progeny repopulates the

TEL of LT NSCT + BMT Twi. (G) GFP+ macrophages (CD68) in the SN of BMT Twi mice analyzed at PND80. (H) GFP+ donor-derived cells engrafted in the liver of LT

NSCT + BMT Twi mice. Scale bars: (B) 30 μm; (C) left panel: 250 μm, right panel: 60 μm; (D) 60 μm; (E) left panel: 250 μm, right panel: 60 μm; (F) 250 μm; (G and H)

60 μm.
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hallmarks. Based on our previous studies showing a comparable
contribution of neonatal NSCT and IC GT in providing metabolic
correction and ameliorating CNSpathology in Twimice (5,29) and
on data presented here thus far showing similar outcome of the
two combined treatments, we focused the following analyses on
NSCT + BMT Twi mice, showing only selected readouts and rele-
vant time points for IC GT + BMT Twi mice.

We first assessed the intracellular galactolipid storage using
lectin histochemistry (33). Lectin+ storage was strongly increased
in CNS tissues of UT Twi mice as compared with age-matched
WT littermates, in a region-dependent manner (SC > CB > TEL)
(Fig. 5A). The rapid GALC supply provided by engrafted NSCs in
the TEL and the combination of local and transported GALC en-
zyme provided by BMTandNSCT, respectively, in CB and SC, like-
ly explain the significant 50–70% reduction of storage detected in
all CNS regions of NSCT + BMT Twi mice analyzed at PND40. Im-
portantly, galactolipid storage in LT NSCT + BMT Twi mice was
hardly distinguishable from the physiological levels found in
age-matched WT littermates (Fig. 5A and B).

As a consequence of GALC deficiency, Psy accumulates up to
100-fold the physiological levels in nervous tissues of Twi mice,
with age-dependent progression and caudal-to-rostral accumu-
lation (Supplementary Material, Fig. S5). Our results showed
that Psy levels in NSCT Twi mice at PND40 are indistinguishable
from those of UT Twi littermates, while a significant 50–70%
reduction was observed in BMT and NSCT + BMT Twi mice

(Fig. 5C), indicating donor-derivedHCs as key players in Psy clear-
ance. Importantly, active clearance of Psy was maintained or
even enhanced over time, as indicated by the substantial reduc-
tion of Psy levels with respect to UT Twi levels found in all CNS
regions (up to 90% reduction), in PNS (30–50% reduction) and in
the liver (up to 90% reduction) of long-lived combined-treated
Twi mice (from PND150 to PND294), including those BMT Twi
mice that we had the opportunity to analyze at the moribund
state (from PND85 to PND144). Importantly, NSCT + BMT and IC
GT + BMT provided similar stable metabolic correction in CNS
and periphery (Fig. 5C).

Delayed progression of astrogliosis in CNS tissues of
NSCT + BMT Twi mice

We then performedGFAP staining tomonitor the activated state
of astroglial cells, quantifying GFAP-immunopositive signal in
treated Twi mice as well as UT Twi andWT controls at different
time points. Our results showed that astrogliosis is reduced in
all treatments groups assessed at PND40, with some variability
associated to the type of treatment and the CNS region consid-
ered. In particular, a significant reduction of GFAP+ signal was
detected in the TEL and CB of NSCT and NSCT + BMT Twi
mice, likely as a consequence of the early enzymatic supply
and, possibly, of the anti-inflammatory/immunomodulant
activity provided by locally engrafted NSCs. In treated mice

Figure 4. Rapid and stable reconstitution of GALC activity in the CNS and peripheral organs of treated Twi mice. Time-course analysis of GALC enzymatic activity in CNS

tissues (A), PNS, liver and BM (B) of single- or combined-treated Twimice and UT controls. Arrows indicate the time of treatment, according to the colour code reported in

the figure legend. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM; n = 3–6 mice/group (PND5 to PND40); n = 3 mice/group (PND80 and LT). GALC activity of NSCT or IC GT Twi and BMT

Twi at PND10 (A) are compared using the unpaired Student’s t-test. Asterisks indicate statistical significance according to the colour code reported in the figure legend.
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analyzed at PND80 and LT we consistently observed that GFAP
expression levels were similar or higher as compared with
thosemeasured in UT Twi at PND40. These results strongly sug-
gest a transient benefit of treatments in counteracting astroglio-
sis, pointing to persistent neuroinflammation in long-lived
treated Twi mice (Fig. 6A and B).

Efficient prevention of apoptosis and improved
myelination in the CNS of combined-treated mice

Psy storage leads to upregulation of C3 and apoptosis of oligo-
dendrocytes and neurons (34,35). We found considerable

numbers of apoptotic cells displaying oligodendroglial morph-
ology in the SC of PND40 UT Twi (Fig. 7A), the CNS region show-
ing the highest levels of Psy at any age considered (see Fig. 5C).
NSCT alone was not effective in reducing the number of apop-
totic cells. Combined treatment was more advantageous than
BMT alone in decreasing apoptosis at PND40, while complete
rescue to physiological levels was observed at PND80 in both
treatment groups (Fig. 7B).

Twi mice display a mild CNS demyelination, with modest
oligodendrocyte loss and derangement of the remaining cells
along the WM tracts. Our previous studies showed that western
blot analysis assessing myelin basic protein expression, Kluver–

Figure 5. Long-term clearance of tissue storage in combined-treated Twimice. (A) Lectin positive area in CNS tissues of treated Twimice andUT controls. Data are in pixels

and expressed as fold toWT. Results from BMTWTand UTWTmice have been pooled due to superimposable results obtained from the two groups; n = 3–5mice/group, 5

slices/animal, 3–5 fields/slice. Data are expressed as mean + SEM and analyzed by One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-test comparing all groups against UT Twi

(*P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001). (B) Representative pictures of lectin staining in the CC of UT controls and NSCT + BMT Twi at PND40 and LT; scale bar: 350 μm. (C) Time-course

analysis showing progressive clearance of Psy storage in treated as compared with UT Twi mice. n = 3–7 mice/group. Data are expressed as mean + SEM and analyzed

by One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-test comparing all groups against UT WT (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).
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Barrera staining and immunohistochemistry (IHC) for the oligo-
dendrocyte-specific marker GST-π could hardly quantify those
minor differences (29,35). Thus, we reasoned that assessing the
time-course expression of oligodendrocyte-specific genes by
qPCR could highlight more subtle alterations between WT and
Twi and, consequently, between treated Twi mice and UT litter-
mates. We chose to analyze three genes that were previously va-
lidated as differentially expressed in the original Twitchermouse
as compared with WT littermates, namely cgt (uridine diphos-
phate-galactose:ceramide transferase), the key enzyme in galac-
tolipid biosynthesis, and the structural proteins mag (myelin
associated glycoprotein) and plp1 (proteolipid protein 1) (36). In
line with this work, our results showed that expression of cgt,
mag and plp1 were downregulated from 40 to 65% and from 55
to 90% in the TEL and SC, respectively, of end-stage UT Twi
mice (PND40) as compared with age-matched WT littermates
(Fig. 7C). While only modest rescue of gene expression was ob-
served in all treatment groups analyzed at PND40, mRNA levels
were rescued to physiological levels in BMT and NSCT + BMT
Twi analyzed at PND80. This benefit was lost at longer time
points (Fig. 7C), suggesting damage to myelinating cells in long-
lived treated Twi mice.

Prevention of neuronal damage in CNS tissues of
combined-treated Twi mice

Activating transcription factor 3 (ATF3) is an adaptive response
genewhose activity and expression are regulated by stressful stim-
uli and in response to neuronal injury (37). We previously reported
region- (SC >CB) andage-dependent (PND40> PND30) upregulation
of ATF3 mRNA in Twi mice when compared with WT littermates
(35).We showed here thatATF3mRNA levels are significantly upre-
gulated also in the TEL of PND40 UT Twimice (Fig. 7D). Interesting-
ly, Twi mice receiving combined-treatment showed a more
efficient downregulation ofATF3mRNA levels than those receiving
single treatments alone in the CB and SC, the latter region showing
the highest ATF3 upregulation. In the TEL, the putative neuropro-
tective activityof locally engraftedNSCsmight explain the compar-
able benefit observed in NSCT and NSCT+BMT Twi mice (Fig. 7D).

We found a significant increase in the number of neurons
overexpressing ATF3 protein in the SC of Twi mice as compared
withWT littermates at PND40 (Fig. 7E), and identifiedmotor neu-
rons in the ventral horns as themost susceptible neuronal popu-
lation (Fig. 7F). Both BMT and NSCT + BMT were effective in
completely preventing ATF3 expression in SC tissues of mice

Figure 6. Delayed astrogliosis in CNS tissues of combined-treated Twi mice. (A) GFAP-immunopositive area in CNS tissues of treated Twi mice and UT controls. Data are in

pixels and expressed as fold toWT. Results fromBMTWTandUTWTmice have beenpooleddue to superimposable results obtained fromthe two groups; n = 3–5mice/group,

5 slices/animal, 3–5 fields/slice. Data are expressed as mean+ SEM and analyzed by One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-test comparing all groups against UT Twi

(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). (B) Representative pictures of GFAP staining in the CC of UT controls and treated Twi mice analyzed at PND40 and LT. Scale bar: 350 μm.
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analyzed at PND80 and LT, whereas the combined treatment re-
sulted in stronger benefit as compared with BMT alone at PND40
(Fig. 7E), suggesting that synergy could be particularly important
at the early time points.

Of note, by analyzing post-mortem CNS tissues from two GLD
patients and two normal donors, we showed a variable but sub-
stantial upregulation of hATF3 mRNA expression associated to
the disease (Fig. 7G). These results strongly suggest that CNS

Figure 7. Rescue of apoptosis, myelination and neuronal stress in the CNS of treated Twi mice. (A) Representative confocal picture showing an oligodendrocyte-like

apoptotic (C3+) cells in the SC of UT Twi mouse at PND40. Scale bar: 60 μm. (B) Significant reduction of C3+ cells in the SC of NSCT + BMT Twi mice. Data are analyzed

by One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-test comparing all groups against UT WT (**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). (C) Time-course analysis of mRNA expression of Mag,

Plp1 and Ugt8a in the TEL and SC of treated animals. Data are normalized on Gapdh, expressed as fold (2−ΔΔCT) to age-matched UT WT (set as 1); n = 3–8 mice/group.

Data (ΔΔCT values) are analyzed by One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-test comparing all groups against UT Twi (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 versus UT

Twi, §P < 0.05 versus UT WT). (D) Significant reduction of ATF3 mRNA levels in the SC of NSCT + BMT Twi analyzed at PND40. Data (mean + SEM) are normalized on β-

actin and expressed as fold (2−ΔΔCT) to age-matched UT WT (set as 1); n = 4–8 mice/group. Data (ΔΔCT values) are analyzed by One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s

post-test comparing all groups against UT Twi (*P < 0.05). (E) Percentage of ATF3+ SC neurons in treated Twi mice and controls. Data are analyzed by One-way ANOVA

followed by Dunnet’s post-test comparing all groups against UT WT (***P < 0.001). (F) Representative confocal picture of ATF3+ neurons in the ventral horn of the SC in

UT Twi mice. Physiological ATF3 expression is undetectable by IF assay in UT WT mice. Scale bar: 60 μm. (G) Upregulation of hATF3 mRNA expression in CNS tissues

from GLD patients (n = 2). Data (mean + SEM) are expressed as fold to normal donors (ND, set as 1; n = 2) after normalization on hHPRT1. Ctx: cortex, PWM:

periventricular white matter, Med/CB: medulla/cerebellum.
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neuronal stress and consequent neuronal dysfunction might
indeed contribute to human GLD pathology.

Enhanced preservation of myelinated axons in SNs of
combined-treated Twi mice

In order to assesswhether treatmentswere able to preservemye-
lin in peripheral nerves we performedmorphometric analysis on
SN of treated Twi mice and UT controls to assess the number,
diameter and density of myelinated axons. Qualitative observa-
tions of nerve sections depicted a progressive loss of myelinated
fibres together with extensive myelin and axon degeneration,
and disorganized clusters of Remakbundles inUTTwimice start-
ing as early as PND10-PND20 as comparedwith age-matchedWT
littermates (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6). In Twi mice ana-
lyzed at PND30 and PND40 only small calibre axons (<2 μm)
were preserved, which were often hypomyelinated (Supplemen-
tary Material, Fig. S6), while <10% of medium-large diameter
fibres were spared. Despite nerves from BMT and BMT +NSCT
Twi mice analyzed at PND80 still displayed dysmyelination, hy-
pomyelination and reduced density of fibres (Fig. 8A), the number
of myelinated axons was increased and we observed onion bulb
formations suggestive of re-myelinating attempts. This amelior-
ation was clearly enhanced in combined-treated as compared
with BMT Twi mice, which more closely resembled symptomatic
UT Twi mice (PND40). Interestingly, among NSCT + BMT Twi
mice, three out of six animals showed higher number and in-
creased density of myelinated fibres, indicating a better outcome
of the treatment and an appreciable improvement towards the
WT phenotype (compare NSCT + BMT Twi a and b with UT WT).
Notably, qualitative observations on nerves from two long-lived
NSCT + BMTTwimice (PND225 and PND294) showed aphenotype
comparable with that described in treated mice at PND80, sug-
gesting that combined treatment prevented further myelin de-
terioration (Fig. 8A).

If we directly comparemorphometric analyses of UTTwimice
at PND40 and treated Twimice at PND80 (values of UTWTmice at
PND40 and PND80 were superimposable) we observed better
preservation of medium (3–5 μm; +150%) and large (>5 μm; up to
+400%) fibres (Fig. 8B) as well as an overall increase in the density
of fibres in combined-treated (+60%) as compared with UT Twi
mice (Fig. 8C).

In order to determine the outcome of treatments on PNS and
CNS functionality we performed neurophysiological evaluation
of treatedmice and UT controls at PND30, PND80 and LT. Demye-
lination and concomitant loss of axon insulation lead to the re-
duced motor nerve conduction velocity (MCV), increased
central conduction time (CCT) and decreased amplitude of com-
pound motor action potential (cMAP) in Twitcher mice (38,39).
We showed an age-dependent increase of MCV inWTmice, con-
sistent with the developmental maturation of PNS and CNS.
No further changes occurred at later time points (Fig. 8D). UT
Twi mice analyzed at PND30 showed severe slowing of MCV
(≈7 m/s) as compared with age-matched WT controls (≈28 m/s).
Despite the MCV measured in treated Twi mice (≈8 m/sec, re-
gardless of the treatment or the age, PND294 being the last time
point analyzed) was consistently slowed down as comparedwith
that of age-matched WT (≈43 m/sec), it was stable and with no
sign of further deterioration over time (Fig. 8D). This result is
noteworthy since MCV is not even measurable in late stage UT
Twi (PND40). The benefit provided by treatments was more evi-
dent by looking at the cMAP amplitude, which was not only sta-
bilized but consistently increased in BMT and combined-treated
Twi mice, in line with morphological data showing enhanced

preservation of myelinated axons. The cMAP of treated Twi
mice analyzed at PND80 was ≈40% of WT levels (to be compared
with ≈15% of age-matched WT shown by UT Twi at PND30), and
was maintained in mice analyzed at later time points (up to
PND294) (Fig. 8E). The CCT increased from ≈3 ms in the WT
(stable from PND30 up to PND294) to the aberrant value of
≈6 ms in UT Twi mice at PND30 (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S7). A slight but appreciable decrease of CCT was observed
in NSCT Twi mice at PND30 and no further deterioration was de-
tected at PND80 and, more importantly, in LT NSCT + BMT Twi
(up to PND294; Supplementary Material, Fig. S7).

Discussion
In this work, we provide proof-of-concept of efficacy, tolerability
and clinical relevance of combining CNS-directed approaches
(transplant of gene-corrected NSCs or LV-based IC GT) with
BMT to correct the GLD phenotype in amousemodel that recapi-
tulates the severity and rapid progression of the early infantile
human disease.

The reliable assessment of additivity/synergy between two or
more strategies depends on the consistent therapeutic outcome
of single treatments. To this end,we took advantage of optimized
protocols for NSCT (29), IC GT (5) and BMT/HSCT (32,40) in LSD
murine models.

The efficacy of the combined approaches proposed here was
firstly demonstrated by their synergy in enhancing the lifespan
of Twi mice. Combined-treated mice significantly outperformed
animals treated with either approach alone, living up to 9–10
months and maintaining stable body weight. Importantly, our
video recordings clearly documented that although eventually
mild tremor became apparent, combined-treated mice remained
capable of moving with ease until the very last days of life. In
stark contrast, animals treated with IC GT, NSCT and even BMT
showed variable delay in the onset of symptoms but a sharp pro-
gression of disease, hardly distinguishable from that of UT Twi
mice. To the best of our knowledge, our study reports the highest
improvement of average lifespan upon combined therapies in
GLD mice ever. In a prior study (25), Twitcher mice treated with
six intracerebral injections of AAV2/5.GALC coupled with BMT
showed enhanced survival (median lifespan: 123 days) but a
sharp disease progression, comparable with that observed in
our BMT Twi mice. Another study (28) reported enhanced sur-
vival (average lifespan: 120 days) in Twitcher mice treated with
multiple AAV.rh10.GALC injections (one intrathecal, two system-
ic and six intracerebral), a protocol that is feasible inmice but has
limited potential for clinical translation, due to safety concerns.
In contrast, we tested here two minimally invasive CNS-directed
approaches that have shown efficacy and favourable safety pro-
file in GLD mice (5,29).

Both NSCT using prospectively isolated fetal hNSCs (41) as
well as AAV-mediated IC GT (42,43) have entered clinical testing
for neurodegenerative LSDs, with variable outcome in terms of
safety and efficacy. We envisage that our data in mice (5,29)
and recent results of the first-in-men LV-mediated IC GT trial
(44), highlight a rationale for applying the LV-mediated GT plat-
form to treat CNS pathology LSDs, possibly circumventing im-
mune issues related to the use of AAVs (45) as well as ethical/
technical issues related to heterologous hNSCT. Still, a potential
advantage of NSCTover IC GT in a combinatorial settingmight be
the ability of transplanted gene-corrected NSCs, which are resist-
ant to the toxic Twi environment (12), to exhibit a broad reper-
toire of potentially therapeutic actions (46), including the
modulation of the host environment and immune system
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(29,47–49). Our data show similar long-term benefit of NSCT and
IC GT in combination with BMT, despite a lower median survival
observed in IC GT + BMT Twi mice. We may hypothesize that
NSCs could confer a local advantage, protecting neuronal and
glial precursor cells from the precocious functional impairment
that has been reported in early post-natal GLD mice (34,50), as
well as in affected infants (51,52).

The optimal efficacy of BMT was crucial to provide enhanced
benefit in combinatorial settings. Full myeloablative condition-
ing accounted for the robust and stable hematopoietic chimer-
ism achieved in BMT mice in this study (65–100%) as compared
with the moderate engraftment (3–35%) reported in previous
studies (23,25,26,53). This resulted in considerable repopulation
of CNS and PNS tissues by HC myeloid progeny, allowing the

Figure 8. Enhanced preservation of myelinated axons in SNs of combined-treated Twi mice. (A) Representative pictures of SN sections of treated Twi mice at PND80 to be

comparedwith age-matchedWTmice andUTTwimice at PND40, which is characterized by extensive loss of axons, dysmyelination (thin arrow), and activemacrophages

(thick arrow). NSCT + BMT Twimice present with (a) similar density or (b) increased number and density of myelinated fibres as compared with BMT Twimice, indicating

re-myelination attempt, as also suggested by onion bulb formation [arrow in (a)]. Density of myelinated fibres is preserved in LT NSCT + BMT Twi mice. Scale bar: 10 μm.

(B) Distribution of axon diameters showing preservation of medium-large calibre axons (3–5 μm and >5 μm) in BMT and NSCT + BMT Twi mice at PND80. (C) Density of

fibres is increased in NSCT + BMT Twi mice at PND80. In (B and C) values related to UT Twi mice at PND40 are included as control; n = 5–6 mice/group. (D and E)
Neurophysiological evaluation of treated Twi mice and UT controls at PND30, PND80 and LT showing long-term stabilization of MCV (D) and amelioration of cMAP

amplitude (E) upon BMT and combined treatments. Data are expressed as mean + SEM; n = 3–13 mice/group, bilateral measures.
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reliable assessment of BMT contribution to the therapeutic
outcome. While NSC engraftment and survival were neither
favoured nor hampered by the disease environment, HCs mas-
sively infiltrated the posterior CNS regions, that aremost affected
by the pathology and devoid of NSCs, highlighting a causative
effect of GLD disease environment in priming HC recruitment
to the CNS. Indeed, it is known that HC myeloid progeny poorly
reconstitute CNS tissues in WT mice because the resident pool
of microglial cells is largely self-sustaining (54,55). Importantly,
the time-, region-, cell-type specific, complementary pattern of
NSC and HC engraftment allowed the timely delivery of a func-
tional GALC enzyme in the time-window in which Twi mice,
despite being asymptomatic, progressively accumulate toxic
substrates (34,50,56).

A closer look to the kinetics of GALC activity reconstitution
highlighted two counterintuitive results: (i) CNS GALC activity
upon BMT is stable between PND20 and PND80, despite the pro-
gressive increase of HC engraftment; (ii) combined treatments do
not result in additive/synergic GALC activity. Our data provide in-
direct evidence that GALC activity in CNS tissues may be tightly
regulated by yet undefined mechanisms. A deeper understand-
ing of GALC structure, biochemistry and regulatory pathways
would help understanding the mechanism underlying these
puzzling observations.

The great benefit achieved in our study indicated proficiency
of combined treatments in counteracting tissue damage at rele-
vant disease sites. On the other hand, combined therapies did
not definitely prevent disease progression, implying that some
aspects of the complex GLD pathology might be more refractory
to correction than others, with important implications for poten-
tial clinical translation. We provide here the first attempt ever to
address these aspects systematically and comprehensively.

We examined glycolipid and Psy accumulation as primary
pathological correlates of disease progression. Besides docu-
menting an advantage of combined treatments short-term
after transplant, we observed a dramatic reduction of toxic stor-
age in the CNS and, to a minor extent, in the PNS of long-lived
BMT and combined-treated mice. Still, low levels of Psy in CNS
tissues (comparable with those measured in asymptomatic UT
Twimice at PND10) (50)might sustain a chronic inflammatory re-
sponse and hamper remyelination attempts. This would explain
the persistent/progressive activation of astrocytes and myeloid
cells and the downregulation (after a transient rescue to physio-
logical levels) of myelin-specific genes in long-lived combined-
treated mice. We envisage that while the rapid GALC supply
and the by-stander effects (immunomodulation, neuroprotec-
tion) exerted by engrafted HC progeny (57,58)may promote oligo-
dendrocyte survival, high intracellular levels of functional GALC
might be necessary to build and maintain functional myelin. A
similar requirement might interest also Schwann cells. Indeed,
regardless the complete enzymatic rescue, residual Psy levels in
SNs of long-lived combined-treated mice strongly suggest sub-
optimal metabolic correction of this compartment. Storage and
progressive functional impairment of PNS are present in asymp-
tomatic GLD infants (56,59), with only mild and transient ameli-
oration provided by HSCT (21,60,61). In Twi mice mild PNS
impairment was already present at PND10 and relentlessly pro-
gressed. The similar effect of BMT and combined-treatments in
stabilizing or enhancing the density of fibres in long-lived Twi
mice suggests that BM-derived cells are major contributors in
the attempt of correcting PNS disease.

An important indication of functional rescue provided by
combined treatments came from the neurophysiological evalu-
ation. The MCV, cMAP amplitude and CCT are deteriorated

and often notmeasurable in end-stage Twimice, due to compro-
mised PNS and CNS. In strike contrast, all neurophysiological
parameters were stabilized (although not rescued to physio-
logical levels) in long-lived combined-treated Twi mice. In par-
ticular, cMAP amplitude and MCV showed a moderate but
stable improvement that closely correlates with the number
and density ofmyelinated fibres underscored by themorphomet-
ric analysis. We believe that these data provide proof-of-concept
of efficacy of the proposed combined treatments in preserving
PNS and CNS functionality in Twi mice.

In addition to demyelination, neuronal defects have occa-
sionally been described in GLD patients (62,63). In the Twitcher
mouse, early neuronal dysfunction occurs before demyelination
(64) and advanceswith disease progression, ultimately leading to
neuronal death (34,65).We have previously shown a link between
atf3 upregulation in Twi SC tissues and disease progression (35).
We show here the specific upregulation of ATF3 expression in SC
motor neurons, a population that appears particularly vulnerable
to early cell distress (66,67). Even if the role of ATF3 upregulation
in damaged neurons is not completely understood (37,68), the
rapid and stable downregulation to physiological levels observed
in combined-treated Twimice suggests an additional benefit pro-
vided by this treatment. Notably, we showed upregulation of
hATF3mRNA expression in CNS tissues of GLD patients, suggest-
ing a possible involvement of neuronal stress in the human
pathogenesis.

We have proven a unique therapeutic advantage of combined
treatments over individual ones, primarily due to their ability to
deliver appropriate enzymatic supply at all relevant disease sites
at due time. In particular, the early contribution provided by
NSCT and IC GT appears critically relevant to counterbalance the
onset/progression of CNS pathology. This short-term advantage is
decisive to ensure enhanced long-term benefit upon BMT. Eventu-
ally, astrogliosis andmyelin dysfunction result themost refractory
disease-associatedhallmarks to be corrected. In particular, the ap-
parent resiliency of PNS to functional rescue, despite the good en-
zymatic reconstitution, implies a fundamental role of CNS
correction to achieve outstanding therapeutic benefit in this dis-
easemodel,whichwasnot acknowledged previously. Also, the ex-
tent of tissuedamage that is present at the time inwhich therapies
start to be effective is critical for the therapeutic outcome. In this
perspective, treatment performed in the early asymptomatic
stages and the use of gene-corrected, GALC overexpressing HSCs
(instead of BM-derived HCs expressing physiological GALC activ-
ity) in this setting (11,32,69)may further improve the overall thera-
peutic potential of the combined approach and result in effective
correction of most disease-related abnormalities. Indeed, HSC GT
exploiting autologous genetically modified HSCs has been shown
to significantly halt progression in presymptomatic children with
late infantile MLD (70), a related LSD for which allogeneic HSCT
failed to prove unambiguous benefit.

In conclusion, the combination of the cell/gene therapy proto-
cols proposed here, which are in advanced stage of clinical devel-
opment as individual treatments for several neurodegenerative/
demyelinating disorders (41,44,71), may constitute a feasible and
potentially effective treatment opportunity for children affected
by the severe GLD forms and, possibly, similar LSDs.

Materials and Methods
Mice

Twitcher mice bear a spontaneous point mutation resulting in a
premature stop codon and no residual GALC activity (72). In this
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study,we used galc−/−mice on themixed background of C57BL/6
and FVB, generated by breeding C57BL/6 Twitcher heterozygous
(galc+/−) mice with WT (galc+/+) FVB mice (Jackson Laboratory,
Bar Harbor, ME, USA). FVB/Twitcher (−/−) (referred to as Twi
mice in this study) have been previously described (5,29,73).

GFP transgenic mice (TgGFP) on the FVB background were
generated by means of LV-mediated transgenesis using a phos-
phoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter. GFP construct as previously
described (74). Animals characterized by integration of two LV
copies were used as BM donors. GALC transgenic Twi mice
(TgGALC Twi) were first generated by the same protocol used to
generate Arylsulfatase A transgenic mice (75), with a LV carrying
the mGALC cDNA under the control of the PGK promoter in the
FVB background. Animals were then crossed with Twitcher
mice (C57BL/6) to achieve galc−/− mixed background and those
characterized by integration of 2, 4 and 6 LV copies were used
for GALC assay. Mouse colonies were maintained in the animal
facility of the San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milano, Italy. All
experiments and procedures described in this study were con-
ducted under an approved protocol of the ‘Institutional Commit-
tee for the Good Animal Experimentation’ of the San Raffaele
Scientific Institute and are reported to the Ministry of Health, as
required by Italian law.

Lentiviral vectors

We used monocistronic and bidirectional (bd) self-inactivating-
LVs, the latter allowing the coordinate expression of two
transgenes driven by the human PGK promoter (76). For NSC
transduction we used a bdLV expressing the murine GALC and
the enhanced (e)GFP genes (bdLV.GALC) (29). Titer of concen-
trated vector was 1 × 109 TU/ml. For IC GTwe used monocistronic
LVs expressing hGALC (LV.hGALC) or the GFP cDNAs (LV.GFP)
under the control of the PGK promoter. Titers of concentrated
vectors were 3.8 × 109 TU/ml and 1.45 × 109 TU/ml, respectively.
All the procedures relative to LV preparation and titration have
been previously described (40,76,77). The overlapping biodistri-
bution and transgene expression of monocistronic and bidirec-
tional LVs upon in vitro and in vivo transduction has been
previously demonstrated (5,29).

Generation of LV-transduced NSC lines

Gene-correctedNSC lines (n = 2) to be used for transplantation ex-
periments were established as previously described (77,78). We
evaluated the efficacy of bdLV transduction by quantifying: (i)
the number of GFP expressing cells by fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) analyses (96.2–100%); (ii) the vector copy num-
ber (VCN) by qPCR (16–17 copies/genome); (iii) GALC activity by a
specific biochemical assay (79) (190 ± 25 nmol/h∗mg; mean ±
SEM, n = 4, two independent replicates for each gene-corrected
NSC line; GALC activity in the parental, untransduced NSC lines
was 49.74 ± 15.35 nmol/h∗mg; mean ± SEM, n = 4).

Treatments

Intracerebral gene therapy (IC GT)
Post-natal day (PND)2 Twi mice were anaesthetized in crushed
ice and placed on a refrigerated stage. The therapeutic or control
vectors (2 × 106 TU/1 μl) were injected unilaterally in the EC under
stereotactic guidance using a glass capillarymounted on amicro-
manipulator (5). Stereotactic coordinates (mm from the frontal
cerebral vein): AP +1, ML +2, DV −1.

Neural stem cell transplant (NSCT)
Serially passaged gene-corrected NSCs were mechanically dis-
sociated 48 h before the transplantation. Just prior to trans-
plantation cells were collected, centrifuged, mildly dissociated,
counted and suspended in PBS + 0.1% DNase (Sigma). NSCs
were delivered bilaterally in the lateral ventricles of PND2 mice
(2.5 × 105 cells/1 μl/hemisphere) through a glass capillary (29).

Bone marrow transplant
Total BM was flushed from tibias, femurs and humeri of 4- to 8-
week-oldWTtgGFPmice using PBS + 2% FBS and then centrifuged
at 800g for 5 min. After lysis in ddH2O the cell suspensionwas flo-
wed through a 40 μmcell strainer (BD Biosciences). OneWTtgGFP
mouse could serve as donor for six recipient mice. Cells are sus-
pended in PBS and immediately injected in the jugular vein of
lethally irradiated PND7 Twi and WT mice (5 × 106 cells/30 μl).
The survival after the procedure was ∼70%.

Part of the BM suspension was collected and analyzed for GFP
expression (by FACS analysis) andGALC activity. About 72%of BM
cells isolated from tgGFP mice expressed GFP. TgGFP BM cells ex-
pressedphysiological levelsofGALCactivity (23.02 ± 0.5 nmol/h∗mg;
n = 3).

Combined treatments
NSCT and IC GT were performed at PND2. Treated mice under-
went myeloablation by total body irradiation at PND6 and BMT
on the following day.

Mice dying within 2–3 weeks after irradiation were excluded
from subsequent analyses. Mice were randomly assigned to
treatment groups (cages, day of transplant, mice of the same
cage sacrificed at different time points). The outcome of
treatments was evaluated by several readouts (kinetics of cell
engraftment, GALC reconstitution, markers of pathology, neuro-
physiology) applying extensive morphological, immunohisto-
chemical, biochemical, molecular and functional analyses
performed in a time-course modality on several affected tissues
(CNS and periphery). In all the experiments, mice treated with
the single approaches served as controls for the combined proce-
dures. Two independent operators performed analysis of data
blinded to experimental group.

Tissue collection and processing

Mice were deeply anesthetized with Avertine and intracardially
perfused with 0.9% NaCl. Tissues to be used for biochemical
and molecular assays (brain, SC, SN, liver and BM) were isolated
and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen.

A group of mice were perfused with 0.9% NaCl followed by 4%
PFA. Brains and SC tissues were collected and equilibrated for
24 h in PFA and then included in 4% agarose. Serial coronal vibra-
tome-cut sections (six series, 40 μm thick) were processed for IHC
and immunofluorescence (IF) analyses as described below.

One SN of each animal was collected, equilibrated 24 h in
4% PFA, followed by successive 24 h incubation in 20% and
30% sucrose in PBS. After embedding in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. com-
pound (Sakura, Torrance, CA, USA) and deep-freezing on dry
ice, tissue was cut in transverse sections (14 μm) in a cryostat
(Leica, Heidelberg, Germany) and mounted onto SuperFrost
slides. For morphometric analyses, SNs were collected, equili-
brated in 2% glutaraldehyde and included for microtome
processing.
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Human tissues

Post-mortem snap-frozen brain samples from GLD patients and
normal donors (ND) were obtained from the National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development Brain and Tissue
Bank for Developmental Disorders at University of Maryland,
Baltimore.

FACS analysis to determine HC engraftment

BMand PB samples fromBMTand combined-treated Twi andWT
mice were suspended in blocking solution (PBS + 5% FBS + 1%
BSA) for 15 min and then rat anti-mouse CD45-PE (BD Pharmin-
gen 553081) was added for 20 min. After washing in PBS, pellets
were suspended in 300 μl of PBS. Cells were analyzed for CD45
andGFP positivity using aflowcytometer (Canto II, BD Biosciences).
Data were analyzed using the FlowJo software.

IHC and IF assays

Vibratome-cut sections and cryostat sections were processed for
IHC, IF analyses and lectin histochemistry, following previously
described protocols (29,35,50). A list of antibodies used can be
found in Supplementary Material, Table S1.

Quantification of engrafted cells

We analyzed matched coronal brain and SC sections using anti-
GFP antibody in combination with lineage-specific markers
(NeuN and PSA-NCAM, for neurons; GFAP, for astroglia; APC
and MBP, for oligodendroglia; CD45 and Iba1 for HCs and micro-
glia, respectively), markers of apoptosis (C3), proliferation (Ki67)
and cellular stress (ATF3) and nuclear counterstaining (ToPro-3)
in IF analysis followed by confocal microscopy analysis. Results
were expressed as: (i) the percentage of GFP+ NSCs on the total
number of transplanted cells (engraftment); GFP+ NSCs were
counted in coronal brain sections (15–18 sections/mice, one out
of six series). This number was multiplied by six, in order to
have an estimate of the total number of engrafted cells/brain;
(ii) the percentage of PSA-NCAM+, GFAP+ or APC+ cells within
the GFP+ NSC population or the LV.GFP-transduced cells (we
counted 1000–2000 GFP+ cells, two slices/mouse, n = 3–6 mice);
(iii) the percentage of C3+ cells and ATF3+ neurons (we counted
a total number of 1970 C3+ cells and 13 603 NeuN+ cells in 2–4
slices/mouse, n = 3–10 mice); (iv) the percentage of Ki67+ or C3+

cells within the GFP+ microglial cells (we counted a total number
of 600 Ki67+ cells on a total of 904 GFP+ myeloid cells, 6 slices/
mouse, n = 3 mice).

Images were acquiredwith Zeiss Axioskop2microscope using
double laser confocal microscopy with Zeiss Plan-Neofluar ob-
jective lens (Zeiss, Arese, Italy), Radiance 2100 camera (Bio-Rad,
Segrate, Italy) and LaserSharp 2000 acquisition software (Bio-
Rad); PerkinElmer UltraVIEW ERS Spinning Disk Confocal (Perki-
nElmer Life Sciences, Inc., MA, USA). Images are imported into
Adobe Photoshop CS4 (USA) and adjusted for brightness and
contrast.

Quantification of immunopositive area

Slices processed for IHC (lectin and GFAP) were visualized with a
Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope. Images were acquired at 10×
magnification in bright field using a Nikon DMX 1200 digital cam-
era and ACT-1 acquisition software (Nikon). Pictures of matched
areas in each slice (selected as described previously) (29) were
taken and the immunopositive area in each picture (expressed

in pixels) was calculated using the ImageJ software. Tissue slices
from UT WT mice were used to set the signal threshold.

Determination of GALC activity

GALC activity in tissues and cells was measured as previously
described (5,29,79).

Psychosine measurement

Psychosine dosagewas performed in frozen tissues byTSQQuan-
tumAMmass spectrometer (Thermo) as previously described (5).

Gene expression analyses

Total RNA from murine and human CNS tissues was extracted
according to the manufacturer protocol of RNeasy Lipid Tissue
with Qiazol (Qiagen). The quantity of RNA was determined by
260/280 nm optical density (OD) reading on a NanoDrop ND-
1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Pero, Italy). mRNA reverse
transcription (RT) was performed according to the manufacturer
protocol of QuantiTect reverse transcription kit (Qiagen). Quanti-
tative PCR (qPCR) was performed in Optical 96-well Fast Thermal
Cycling Plates (Applied Biosystems) on ABI PRISM 7900 Sequence
Detector System (Applied Biosystems) or Viia7 (Applied Biosys-
tems), using the following thermal cycling conditions: for SYBR
green qPCR one cycle at 95°C for 5 min, 40 cycles at 95°C for 10 s
and 60°C for 30 s; for TaqMan qPCR one cycle at 95°C for 5 min, 40
cycle at 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min. Each sample is run in du-
plicate in a total volume of 25 μl/reaction, containing 12.5 μl 2×
QuantiFast SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, 2 μl of template cDNA
and 2.5 μl QuantiTect Primer Assays (all from Qiagen) or contain-
ing 12.5 μl 2× Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), 2 μl
of template cDNA and 1.25 μl of Probe + Primers (TaqMan Gene
Expression Assays, Applied Biosystems). Commercial probes
and primers used are reported in Supplementary Material,
Table S2. The SDS 2.2.1 software was used to extract raw data.
Relative expression of mRNA for the target genes was performed
by the comparative CT (ΔΔCT)method using selected housekeep-
ing genes as control. The relativemRNA levels were expressed as
fold change overWT (mouse) or ND (human). Statistical analyses
were performed on ΔΔCT values.

Morphometric analysis on SNs

Semi thin section analysis of SNs was performed as reported
(80). The total number of myelinated axons and their density
(ratio between the number of fibres and the area per mm2) was
calculated by counting all fibres in an entire reconstructed nerve
section. The number of axons plotted for the axonal diameter
was calculated using five images of a nerve section randomly
acquired.

Neurophysiological evaluation

The motor MCV, the cMAP and the CCT (measured as the dif-
ference between cortical motor evoked potentials and periph-
eral conduction time latencies) were measured as reported
(32). Of note, CCT was not reliably measurable in 80% of UT
and treated Twi mice. This was not totally unexpected, since
CCT is indirectly derived and depends on the presence of
cMAPs, a parameter that is altered in Twi mice due to the dys-
functional PNS.
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Statistics

The results were analyzed with Graph Pad Prism version 5.0a for
Macintosh. Unpaired Student’s t-test, One- or Two-way ANOVA
or non-parametric tests followed by appropriate post-tests were
used according to the datasets to be analyzed (statistical signifi-
cance: P < 0.05). Survival curveswere analyzed by Log-Rank (Man-
tel–Cox) test. The sample size and the statistical tests used are
described in the figure legends.
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